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25 YEARS OF FREEDOM
Introduction

The freedom we enjoy today was achieved through struggle, determination and great sacrifice. Despite
challenges and setbacks, we won our freedom by working together and never giving up.
As we continue to work as a nation to create jobs, end poverty and build a better life for all, we must act
with greater determination. Only by working together, can we strengthen democracy and grow South Africa.
Over the past 25 years, the lives of the people of South Africa have changed for the better. Millions of
people have houses, electricity and access to clean drinking water. Children from poor communities have
access to free education. In the past five years the number of HIV positive people on antiretroviral treatment has doubled while the overall rate of new infections is decreasing.
Over 17,5 million of our most vulnerable citizens receive social grants. We advanced the cause and rights
of workers to organise, collectively bargain, refuse dangerous work, and to strike.
A National Minimum Wage comes into effect from January 2019, improving the lives of over six million
workers.
Although much has been achieved, we could have moved faster and the quality of services could have
been much better. We accept that mistakes have been made and in some critical areas, progress has
stalled.
This is a moment of renewal. It is an opportunity to restore our democratic institutions and return our country to a path of transformation, growth and development.

ACHIEVEMENTS AND CHALLENGES 25 YEARS OF FREEDOM
25 years of building a robust democracy
•

Our constitution is embraced by all South Africans, advancing the individual and collective rights of our
people.
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•

Our robust Chapter Nine institutions, judiciary and parliament are critical safeguards to protect these
rights.

•

We have improved the representation and empowerment of women in the public and private sectors
through our constitutional commitment to non-sexism and gender equality. For example, before 1994,
the apartheid parliament had only 2.7% representation of women. In the 5th administration, women’s
representation in parliament reached 42%. A vote for the ANC will push this closer to 50%, since the
ANC party lists consist of 53% women.

•

Our bill of rights protects civil liberties like the right to assembly, organize and freedom of the media; it
includes an obligation on government to progressively meet socio-economic and environmental rights.

•

Our democracy unleashed the creative energies of all people in sports, arts, music, literature, film and
dance, as well as science, technology and innovation.

•

Although the demon of racism is far from defeated, we have a society that refuses to accept racism as
the norm.

The robustness of our democracy was tested over the last few years, with the growth in the scourge of
corruption. As part of renewal, the ANC has taken positive step to address this, including through commissions and taking action through the criminal justice system and Chapter 9 institutions.

PROGRESS IN CREATING A BETTER LIFE FOR ALL AND MEETING BASIC NEEDS
Electricity: In 1994, only 36% of the population and only 12% of people in rural communities had access
to electricity. Today, 8 out of 10 South Africans, including those in rural areas, have their homes electrified.
This has improved the quality of lives and reduced exposure to dangerous levels of air pollution from using
coal, wood or charcoal for cooking and heating. Progress towards universal access is now integrated with
the use of renewable electricity from the sun, wind and water to power buildings, transport and industry.
Water: In 1994, only 6 out of 10 South Africans had access to clean drinking water. Today, that figure has
increased to nearly 9 out of 10 South Africans. The improved access to water services has reduced the
time spent, mostly by women and girls, on gathering water and has given more time for productive activities, adult education, empowerment activities and leisure. We will continue to maintain water infrastructure
and expand access to water for all, while enhancing quality control and management for the sustainable
use of our water resources.
Housing: Since 1994, over 3,2 million free houses have been built benefiting over 14 million people.
This has meant a massive extension of home ownership, growing the productive assets of our people. In
the recent period, we have been hard at work to ensure that more and more South Africans live closer to
economic opportunities and that we eventually overcome the race-based spatial separation of our people
inherited from apartheid.
Education: In the 2014 Manifesto, we committed ourselves to eradicating illiteracy. Today 9 out of 10 adult
South Africans can read and write, and an illiteracy-free South Africa is within our reach. Ninety percent
of public schools have become no-fee paying schools, and learners are benefiting from school feeding
schemes and subsidised public transport. This has contributed to the increase in school attendance from
51% in 1994 to 99% today.
We have achieved near universal access to basic education for young children aged 7-14 years of age. We
have achieved near universal access to basic education for young children aged 7-14 years of age. The
number of learners who passed matric increased from 50% before 1994 to around 78% today, with a major
shift in the balance of high performers to schools with learners from poor backgrounds. We will continue to
build a solid foundation for quality teaching and learning well before Grade 12.
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Our support for university and TVET college students from poor and working class backgrounds through
the National Student Financial Aid Scheme (NSFAS) has hugely increased from R70 million in 1994 to
nearly R15 billion in 2018. This has contributed to the enrolment of students doubling over the same period
to over two million, significantly transforming the racial and gender composition of the student population.
Building on the NSFAS programme, in 2018 we introduced free higher education at first year level for students from poor and working class families. This policy will be extended to second year students this year
and by 2024 all undergraduate students will be fully funded by NSFAS.
We have made signficant progress in meeting the NDP goal of graduating at least 5,000 doctoral graduates annually by 2030. In 2017, 2,450 students graduated with doctorates from our universities and we will
continue expanding our investments in graduate education.
Health: More South Africans are living longer, with average life expectancy increasing to 64 years in 2018
from a low of 53 years in 2005. Progress in life expectancy reflects improvements in the quality and availability of health care, our massive campaign to turn the tide against HIV and Aids and our efforts to meet
basic needs like access to clean water, electricity and adequate housing. More than 4.5 million South
Africans living with HIV receive antiretroviral treatment, up from 2.4 million in 2014, making it the biggest
antiretroviral treatment programme in the world. We have made dramatic progress in the prevention of
mother-to-child transmission of HIV. In 2004, over 70,000 of babies born to HIV positive mothers became
infected. By 2018 this figure had plummeted to 4,500, saving tens of thousands of new born babies per
year. New HIV infections have decreased but our collective fight continues for an AIDS-free generation. In
2009, there were 69,000 TB related deaths, and by 2016 these had dropped to 29,000.
Access to free primary health care has been expanded from pregnant women and children under six years
of age in 1994 to free primary health care for all today. Thousands more medical doctors, including from
poor families, have been produced by our public medical schools. More needs to be done to improve the
production of more health professionals. We have begun the process of establishing the National Health
Insurance (NHI) by rolling out various pilot sites across the country and drafting the enabling legislation for
the country-wide introduction of the NHI.
Comprehensive social security:
• The number of individuals on social grants increased from 3 million in 1994 to 17,5 million in 2017,
benefiting children, the elderly, people with disability and veterans.
•

The Unemployment Insurance Fund has been extended to help most workers (including domestic
workers) and the benefit payment period has been increased from 6 months to 12 months.

•

Women on maternity leave who paid into the UIF for 13 weeks or more will now be entitled to receive
benefits for between 17 and 32 weeks and receive a flat rate of 66% of their salary (instead of 38% to
60%). These benefits also extend to the LGBTQI community.

•

More recently, we introduced unprecedented legislation in South African history, the National Minimum
Wage, which will improve the wages of at least 6 million workers who are currently being paid below
the national minimum wage level of R20 an hour. This National Minimum Wage forms part of the
broader reforms aimed at achieving a living wage for most South Africans.

Building an Economy for All
• Since 1994, we have seen sustained growth, tripling the size of the economy and improving the GDP
per capita. Sustained growth has been crucial for enabling redistribution of public resources to meet
the basic social needs of our people.
•

Employment also picked up since 1994 compared with the pre-1994 period. Today seven million more
people are working, making a total of over 16 million. However, employment growth has slowed since
2013 due to a combination of global and domestic factors. We face a more significant challenge to
meet the target of 24 million employed by 2030.
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•

We have advanced the rights of workers and protected vulnerable workers through progressive labour
legislation. At the same time, relative to full-time employment, we have seen the growth of more precarious forms of work through casualisation and labour brokering.

•

The black middle class has grown significantly thanks to the ANC’s progressive policies on affirmative
action, black industrialisation, broad-based black economic empowerment and gender equality.

Infrastructure:
• We have invested more than R2 trillion in infrastructure projects over the past 10 years to build more
schools, clinics, roads and the freight logistics network.
•

These achievements and many others have been the most critical factors in the support the ANC has
received from the voting public since 1994. People have affirmed the confidence they have placed in
us to achieve the vision set out in the Freedom Charter.

•

Throughout these years, the majority of the South Africans have voted for an ANC government and
renewed its electoral mandate to continue with its historic mission of building an inclusive South Africa
and contribute to a better Africa and a better world.

ANC MANIFESTO 2019 BUILDING ON SOLID FOUNDATIONS
Building on this foundation, the ANC Manifesto therefore commits in the coming 5 years to:
• Transforming the economy to serve all people, through interventions that promote a developmental
growth path to create more jobs and decent jobs. This will need sustainable and radical land reform
and a plan to broaden ownership of the economy. It will mean that we must address monopolies, excessive concentration and the growth-inhibiting structure of the economy and advance an industrial
plan for localisation. We must drive innovation and the digital revolution, increase levels of investment
in the economy, accelerate the provision of infrastructure to support the economy and meet basic
needs, transform and diversify the financial sector, consolidate support for small businesses and cooperatives, as well as the grow the township and village economy. These interventions will be accompanied by the development of an appropriate macroeconomic framework to support the transformation
of the economy to serve all people.
•

Advancing social transformation that continues to make education and health our priorities to radically
improve access and quality, building more homes, a modern, integrated, affordable, accessible and
reliable public transport system, and working towards a comprehensive social security system to protect the well-being of the people and society. Our Manifesto focuses on keeping our communities safe
by ensuring there is security in our streets, our homes, our schools and our borders. This includes our
fight against gender-based violence, drugs and gangsterism.

•

Stepping up the fight against corruption throughout society and safeguarding the integrity of the state
and ethical leadership.

•

Re-building and renewing a capable and developmental state, re-organising the way government
interacts with the people, rebuilding and improving local government, and improving public accountability and responsiveness to the needs and concerns of the people, and rebuilding and improving the
local government system.

•

Advancing nation-building and social cohesion, stepping up the fight against racism, sexism, homophobia and other intolerances.

•

Building a better Africa and a better world.

This manifesto sets out how we will improve the lives of South Africans and grow South Africa together.

#GrowSouthAfrica #VoteANC
www.voteanc.org.za // www.anc1912.org.za

